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Strategies Toolkit

Key Math Learnings
1. Interpret a problem involving decimals.
2. Solve a problem involving decimals using a work 

backward strategy.

LESSON ORGANIZER

Curriculum Focus: Interpret a problem and select an
appropriate strategy. (5m33, 5m35)
Student Materials
! play money (PM 30)
Assessment: PM 1: Inquiry Process Check List
PM 3: Self-Assessment: Problem Solving

40–50 min

L E S S O N 1 0

BEFORE Get  S tar ted

Present the problem in Explore. Review the
main steps in problem solving: understand the
problem, plan how to solve the problem, solve
it, then look back to check the solution.

DURING Exp lore

Ongoing Assessment: Observe and Listen
Watch for students who don’t seem to know
how to get started. Ask:
• For which lake do you know the width?

(Bass Lake)
• What else do you know about Bass Lake?

(It’s 10 times as wide as Perch Lake.)
• How can you find the width of Perch Lake?

(Divide 45.0 by 10.)

Have students share their solutions with the
class and explain the strategies they used.

AFTER Connec t

Work through the problem in Connect with the
class. Have volunteers explain how to find the
height of each pole in the “Solve” stage. Ask:
• How can we be sure our heights are correct?

(We can see if our answers match the information
given in the problem.)

• When do you think to work backward is a
good strategy to use? 
(When we have information that can be used to
figure out earlier clues)

Prac t i ce

Students should change litres to millilitres to
solve question 2. Have play money available
for question 3.
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REFLECT: For question 2, I needed to find out how much juice
Lamar poured into each of 3 glasses. First, I subtracted the
amount of juice left in the can from the amount that was in the
can at the start. Then, I divided the result by 3.
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ASSESSMENT FOR LEARNING

What to Look For

Problem solving
✔ Students use the steps of the problem-

solving process to solve a problem.

✔ Students can use a work backward
strategy to solve a problem involving
decimals.

What to Do

Extra Support: Some students may benefit from having a
classmate as a mentor to guide them through the problem-solving
process.

Extra Practice: Have students write and solve problems of
their own involving decimals.

Extension: Challenge students to change the numbers in each
of the questions and solve.

Recording and Reporting
PM 1: Inquiry Process Check List
PM 3: Self-Assessment: Problem Solving

Common Misconceptions
➤Students mistakenly interpret the statement, “Bass Lake is 

10 times as wide as Perch Lake” as a signal to multiply.
How to Help: Lead students to see that Bass Lake is wider than
Perch Lake, so they must divide to find the width of Perch Lake.

REACHING ALL LEARNERS

16.65 m

0.2 L or 200 mL

$4.65
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